the best example is the didactic novel Grandmamma's Pockets, published in 1849. As we will see in more detail later, Grandmamma's Pockets was a novel of a child's education which articulated its message through the metaphorical power of a pair of tie-on pockets. A flighty young girl is made to learn habits of economy in order to control her industrious but careless tendencies. This message is embodied in a beloved grandmother's pockets. 'Her grandmamma made a decided distinction between these large receptacles. The right-hand pocket might be considered an active member of society -a positive fountain, pouring forth what was wanted: the left-hand pocket, on the contrary, was a reservoir wherein everything was preserved. One typified the spirit of activity, the other that of carefulness. "I should be in a state of confusion without my two pockets," the old lady would say. "What I wanted to preserve, would get confused with what I wanted to use; and as I have told you my dear leetle granddaughter, no matter how we realise; unless we preserve, we shall neither be useful nor rich". 4 Thus, we can see the potential symbolic power of pockets. Evidently, they could contain and carry plenty of meaning. Yet how do we analyse these meanings? Is the range of meanings that could be embedded in women's tie-on pockets available simply through analysis of texts like these? More broadly, what does the analysis and interpretation of material culture commit scholars to doing?
This essay is, in part, a preliminary report on an aspect of our research into these questions. It suggests some provisional conclusions that indicate the meanings that could be carried in Fanny Jarvis's pockets and how they might reflect women's positions in 1820s Britain. It is also partly a methodological exercise, intended to suggest the benefits of a methodology that draws on a full range of techniques and approaches from the emerging field of material culture studies. 5 In the process, we hope to demonstrate the interdependence of textual, visual and material culture and argue for an inclusive social history based on genuine dialogue between what have been separate disciplines with their own discrete fields. The history of these objects and the social worlds within which they were produced and used, it is argued, requires a thoroughly interdisciplinary inquiry which can draw on histories of technology, trade, business and broader processes of socio-economic change, alongside a newer attention to the material properties of objects and a similar recognition of the importance of literary and visual culture records and methods.
This essay is also intended as a corrective to certain dress history narratives, which have suggested that fashion was the overriding determinant of change, with developing dress styles leading to the disappearance of pockets or their relegation into 'underwear'. 6 We aim to complicate the story and to place this form of pocket into a more complex social world, seeing its changing material properties, social uses and meanings as both expressions of broader change and at the same time as carrying its particular narrative of development.
We hope also to contribute to a richer history of the consumption of textiles, shedding light on the meanings of different textiles and the choices made by
